Thixotropic organogels based on a simple N-hydroxyalkyl amide: rheological and aging properties.
The thixotropic properties ofthermoreversible organogels composed ofN-3-hydroxypropyl dodecanamide and various apolar fluids have been investigated by X-ray scattering, light microscopy, and rheo-optics experiments. This revealed that gel formation occurs via a precipitation process. Depending upon the cooling rate, large interconnected aggregates are formed and induce an elastic behavior. When submitted to a shear flow, these aggregates disentangled and became aligned in the direction of the velocity. Nevertheless, shear does not alter the structure of the individual aggregate and connections between the aggregates are quickly rebuilt due to gravity and thermal fluctuations when the applied flow is stopped. The alignment under flow and the reformation of the connections after the cessation of the shear induces the thixotropic behavior.